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Season 6, Episode 22
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My Name is Amy Gray...



Amy says her final goodbyes to Graciela.  Maxine realizes that she made a mistake in pushing Ignacio away and tries to reach out to him but Ignacio rebuffs her because he doesn't want to be her yo-yo, jerked around on Maxine's whims.  Bruce is still absent on Amy's last day in the courtroom.  Holbrook tries to raise awareness about the bill before Congress that will effectively kill the juvenille justice system. Donna is amazed that Amy refuses to support the cause and brings several of the kids whose lives Amy has changed during her time on the bench in an effort to change her mind. Amy, frustrated by her limitations as a judge, runs into Marty Levine, who again tries to convince her to give the speech in Washington and run for Senate.  Amy runs the idea by Lauren who at first refuses to give a straight answer but later supports her mom when Maxine attacks the decision.  That same night, Maxine must rush to save a young girl from being pimped out by her prostitute mother.  Amy receive
Quest roles:
Cheech Marin(Ignacio Messina), Jim Parsons(Rob Holbrook), Jennette McCurdy, Randall Bentley


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 May 2005, 00:00
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